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CHARACTERIZATION TEST REPORT FOR THE MNEMONICS-UCF WIRELESS 
SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE SENSOR SYSTEM 
I. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Purpose 
NASA's Kennedy Space Cenler (KSC) recently acqu ired two state-of-the-art wireless sensor 
systems as the final deli verable ora Phase " Small Business Technology Transfer (STIR) 
contract with Mnemonics, tnc. and the Uni versity of Central Florida (UCF), contract number 
NNX09CB69C. Mnemonics constnlcted the radio freq uency (RF) interrogator portion of these 
systems and UCF constructed the sensors, wh ich arc based on a novel surface acoustic wave 
(SA W) arch itecture. The purpose of this testing is to characterize the performance of the system, 
both in its basic parameters and under a range of operat ing conditions. 
1.2 Scope 
NASA-funded devc!opment of SA W sensor technology is ongoing under a number of other 
STTR and Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) contracts. The scope of thi s testing 
includcs thc scnsor systems deli vered to KSC under the above-referenced contract: two 
interrogator (transceiver) systems, Mnemonics part number 990- I 139-001 ; four temperature 
sensors, with wooden mounting blocks; two antennas; two power supplies; network cables; and 
analysis software. Also included are a number of additional temperature sensors and newly-
developed hydrogen sensors procured directl y from UCF by KSC. One of the two interrogator 
systems was loaned to UCF to support their production of these additional sensors; thus the 
testing herein was primarily conducted with interroga tor serial number I, NASA ECN 2295445. 
1.3 Reference Documents 
The following documents foml a part of this document to the extent specified herein. 
KNPR 87 15.3 
TDL-0512 
TDL-0516 
TDL-0674-REF 
Email dated 7 September 20 II 
KSC Safety Practices Procedural Requirements 
Transducers Labs Laboratory Safety Manual 
Transducer Development Laboratory Standard 
Cryogenic Operations and Test Set Up Reference 
Guide 
Characterization Test Procedure fo r Surface 
Acoust ic Wave (SAW) Hydrogen Sensors 
KSC 110009 - Conditional Radio Frcqucncy 
Authori zation for the SA W RFID Interrogator 
1.4 Data Handling 
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During testing, data was recorded by the test engineer on the data sheets included in the test 
procedure and in data log files. The data gathered during testing can be found in Appendi x B. 
2. TEST PROCEDURES AND ANALYSIS 
2.1 Objectives 
The objecti ve of the test ing herein is to characte rize the electromagnetic compatibil ity (EMC) of 
the interrogator devices and quantify the performance of the sensor system as it is used to 
measure temperature and hydrogen concentration in various configurations. 
2.2 Basic Characteristics 
The SA W sensors (sec Figure 1) arc an assembl y mounted on an FR-4 printed circuit board 
substrate, on which a folded dipole antenna pattern is laid oul in copper. The sensor package, o f 
similar size and shape to a dual in· line package (DIP) integrated ci rcuit ( Ie), contains a lithium 
niobale ( Li NbO) crystal which supports the SA W structures. The packaging design of the 
hydrogen sensors is similar to that ofthc tcmperature sensors; however, the hydrogen sensor 
package has an array of small holes to allow the sensor chip to be exposed to ambient hydrogen, 
while the temperature sensors have a solid cover. 
Supplied temperature sensor Newly procured temperature sensor 
Figure I . SA W lemperature sensor s 
2 
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The SA W interrogator box (Figure 2) is a bench-top metal enclosure approximately 10 inches 
high by 4 inches tall by 8 inches deep. On onc face of the box arc three LEO indicators; a green 
LED al thc top lights solid whcn lhc power is on; a green LED in the cenler blinks when the 
system is operating correctly; and a red LED al the bottom indicates a fau lt . A momentary 
pushbutton resets the unit. There 3rc also three electrical connections: an RJ45 is the primary 
Ethemci interface; a DB9 and an RJ 11 arc not documented and were not used in this tesling. On 
the other face of the box 3rc the vent for the cooling fan and four connecti ons: a coaxial (barrel) 
connector for DC power; a female SMA connector for connecting the antenna; another female 
SMA conncctor used for Mnemonics' internal testing, not used here; and a pin-type connection 
(with ground lug) used as a trigger output. The supplied temperature measurement software runs 
in MATLAB with the Signal Process ing Toolbox. For the temperature testing, a laboratory-
assigned Dell Latitude E6S00 with an Intel Core 2 Duo T9400 (2.S3 GHz) processor and 2 GB of 
RAM with Windows XP Professional 32-bit was used to run the software. The hydrogen 
measuremcnt software, procured from UCF along with the hydrogen sensors, is a compiled 
MATLAB app lication, and runs in the MATLAB Compiler Runtime environment . For the 
hydrogen testing. a laboratory-assigned Hewlett-Packard ProSook 6S60b with an Intel Core 
is-2520M (2.50 GHz) processor and 4 GB of RAM with Windows 7 Enterprise 64-bit was used 
to run the software. 
Front view Back view 
Figure 2. RF interrogator box 
When queried by the software, the interrogator sends ou t a stepped-frequcncy RF burst 
approximate ly 700 ns long, with 80 MHz of bandwidth centered at 91S MHz, having a nominal 
power of 3 W. This RF burst is received by the antenna on the sensor substrate, and a transducer 
excites a surface acoustic wave in the sensor crysta l. This wave is reflected by a series of 
gratings called chips, and the reflected wave is converted back to an RF signal by the transducer. 
The RF signal is broadcast through the sensor antenna back to the interrogator antenna. The 
interrogator receives the RF signal from the sensor and mixes it down 10 a lower frequency, 
where it is di giti zed by a high-speed analog-Io-digital converter (ADC). This data is transmitted 
over the Ethernet connection to the computer, which perfomls all the processing and analysis of 
the received signal to extract measurement data . The temperature sensors have one set of 
reflector chips, and thc shift in reflected frequency is proportional to the temperature. The 
3 
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hydrogen sensors have two sets of reflector chips; in the propagalion path of one reflector is a 
hydrogen-sensiti ve film, which reduces the amplitude of the wave propagating in thi s path when 
exposed to hydrogen. The difference in amplitude between the two refl ectors is given as an 
indication ofhydrogcn concentration. The shift in reflected frequency indicates the temperature, 
as with the temperature sensors; however, thi s capabil ity shows signifi cant offsets al room 
temperature, and was not tested fun her herein. 
2.3 RF Characlerization 
Per the conditional KSC Radio Frequency Authorization (RFA) 110009, emissions 
characteri zation of the SA W interrogator was required before the system could be used outside 
the EM I test chamber. A simple lest setup was constructed inside the chamber fo r thi s 
characteri zation. The interrogator itsc1f was placed outside the chamber for easier access, and the 
antenna connection was routed through a type N bulkhead feedthrough on the chamber wall. The 
antenna was placed on the copper-surfaced test table inside the chamber, and one meter away 
was placed an ETS-Lindgren 3 11 5 Double-Ridged Guide Antenna to receive the signal (see 
Figure 3). Two dilTerent pieces of test equipment were used to characteri ze the signal in thi s 
configuration: a high-speed digital oscilloscope, and a spectrum analyzer. In addition, near-ficld 
probe testing was conducted, using an EMC analyzer (specialized spectrum analyzer) to process 
the received signal. 
Figure 3. RF characterization test setup 
In itial testing revcaled difficulti es in capturing the interrogator output on a spectrum analyzer. 
The output signal is nominally a stepped-frequency sine wave burst, 700 ns long, centered at 
915 MI·lz, generated once per query by the operating software. The supplied vers ion of the 
4 
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operating software generated queries approximately once every tcn seconds. Experimentation 
showed thal lhc trigger signal output by the interrogator would be received after the start of the 
RF pulse, making it impossible to prc·lriggcr a spectrum analyzer using the provided trigger 
signal. Additiona lly, none of the available spectrum analyzers (sec Table I) had the capability to 
do a singlc.shol characterization of an RF pulse; all were of the swept-frequency type. An 
attempt to usc the ETS-Lindgren FMS004 Field Monitor with an Amplifier Research FP2000 
Isotropic Field Probe (sec Table 2) gave no observable fi eld measurement, likely because the 
effective duty cycle of the RF signal was so low. 
Table I. Available spectrum analyzers (as of7 December 2011) 
Spectrum Analyzer 
IFR Systems1 2390A Spectrum Analyzer 
Agilent E7405A EMC Analyzer 
Hewlett·Packard2 8568A Spectrum Analyzer 
Agi lent E4440A PSA Series Spectrum Analyzer 
Frequency Range 
9 kH z to 22 GHz 
100 Hz to 26.5 GHz 
100 Hz to 1.5 GHz 
3 Hz to 26.5 GHz 
Table 2. Available fi eld probes (as of 12 December 2011) 
Field Probe 
Amplifier Research FP2000 Isotropic Field Probe 
Amplifier Research FP2080 Isotropic Ficld Probe 
ETS·Lindgren HIA422 Isotropic Electric Field Probe 
ETS·Lindgrcn HI·6053 Isotropic Electric Field Probe 
2.3.1 Oscilloscope 
Test Method 
Frequency Range 
10 kHz to 1000 MHz 
80 MHz to 40 GHz 
10 kHz to 1000 MHz 
10 MHz to 40 GHz 
Given the limitations of the avai lable spectrum analyzers, a Tektronix TOS5l 048 high·speed 
digita l oscilloscope (see Table 3) was used to capture the received signal di rectly. The 
osci lloscope could be triggered on the rising edge of the RF signa l, and has sufficient bandwidth 
and memory to capture the full length of the RF burst, 
Table 3. Tektronix TDSS I048 characterist ics 
Analog bandwidth 
Maximum sample rate 
Metrology number 
Calibrated 
Calibration due 
Testing perfonned 
I GHz 
5 GS/s 
M88708 
2 Sep20 1 I 
2 Mar201 2 
12- 14 Sep 201 I 
1 IFR Systems is now part of Acroflcx. 
l Hewleu.Packard' s test equipment business is now part of Agile"1 Technologies. 
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The oscilloscope was connected to the antenna directl y via a coax ial cable, fed oul of the EM I 
chamber us ing a bulkhead fccdthrough. The trigger level was sct above the ambient noise level , 
and configured for a single acquisit ion. This allowed the capture of the pulse in the lime domain. 
In addition, the osc illoscope has a built-in FIT fea ture, which d isp lays the calculated spectrum of 
the captured data. Multiple window (internal processing filter) types arc avai lab le; two were used 
here: Gaussian and rectangular. Since the calculated spectrum was observed to vary somewhat 
from pu lse to pulse, the oscilloscope was sct to repeti tive trigger, and the "infi nite persistence" 
feature was used to overlay a seri es of spectra, givi ng an average envelope of the frequency 
content of the pulses. 
Data. Observations. and Analysis 
Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the leading and trailing edges, respecti vely, of the RF pu lse as 
captured by the oscilloscope. Figure 6 gives the amplitude envelope of the pulse, using the loca l 
minima and maxima of the data. Note that lhi s data is interpo lated on the osci lloscope, 
improving the displayed resolution of the waveform but not the actual sampling rate; note also 
that the osci lloscope data has not been corrected for the effects of the an tenna and cabl ing . 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
Figure 4. Leading edge of RF pulse 
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Figure 5. Trailing edge of RF pulse 
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Figure 6. Amplitude envelope of RF pulse 
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Figure 7 shows the overlaid spectra of approximately 100 pulses, processed using the FFT with a 
Gaussian window, showing a peak approximately 50 dB above the background noise level. 
Figure 8 shows a similar capture, processed using a rcctangular window; this shows a peak 
roughly 47 dB above the background noi se level. 
7 
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Oscilloscope FFT, Gaussian window (approx imately 100 pulses) 
Oscilloscope FFT, rectangular window (a pproximately 100 pulses) 
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Although the osci lloscope captures provide a thorough characterization or the fundamental pulse 
spectrum, the available analog bandwidth is I GI-)z, which docs nOI allow the analysis of 
hannonics. Because the hannonics arc critical 10 understanding the electromagnetic 
compatibility of the device, an alternate approach was deve loped, to usc a spectrum analyzer in 
" max hold" mode (record the maximum observed value for a given period oflirnc), and a long 
sample lime to caplure as many pulses as possible. The spectrum analyzer used for this tesling 
was the Agilenl E4440A; sec Table 4 fo r detai ls. Also in the signal path were the components 
listed in Table S. These components were well-characterized for usc in EMI pre-qualification 
testing in the laboratory, and their available correction factors were used 10 scale the data to the 
estimated electric field at the antenna position. 
Table 4. Agilent E4440A characteristics 
Bandwidth 
Options 
Metrology number 
Calibrated 
Calibration due 
Testing performed 
3 Hz 10 26.5 GHz 
III USB Interface 
115 Compact Flash Memory 
239 EMC Analysis Application 
M89632 
14 )u12011 
14 )u12012 
14-22 Sep 2011 
Table 5_ Add iti ona l spectrum analys is components 
ETS-Lindgren 3115 Double-Ridged Guide Antenna 
Agilen t 87405C Preamplifier 
AeroflexlWeinschel attenuator 
Cables 
As a background refcrenee, the spectrum analyzer was used to capture the spectrum orthe EMI 
chamber with no operating devices inside. The captured spectrum for two hours, up to 3 Gl-lz, is 
shown in Figure 9. Note two peaks in the background noise, which are thought to be RF signals 
impinging directly on the spectrum analyzer outside the chamber. The spectrum up to 5 Gl-lz 
(Figure 10) shows similar intcrfcrence peaks. 
9 
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SCREN010.GIF Run time : 2 hr 
Figure 9. Spectrum of quiet EM) chamber 10 3 GHz (raw data)J 
) NOle that the assumption that the left peak is GSM·850 cell phone interference is supponcd by Ihe narrowband 
spectrum corresponding 10 specific GSM uplink channels. Three closely spaced pcaks arc obSCTVable in the raw 
dtila: 826.5 MHz. close loGSM channels 139 and 140: 835.4 MHz. GSM channcll84: and 844.4 MHz. GSM 
channel 229. 
10 
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SCREN020.GIF Run time: 2 hr 
Figure 10. Spectrum of quiet EMI chamber 10 5 G Hz (raw data)" 
2.3.2.1 Existing Software 
Test Method 
Using the existing UCFfMncmonics software, the interrogator system was operated for 
approximately two hours with no sensors in the chamber, so that the output spectrum cou ld be 
captured without influence from the sensors. 
DOlO, Observations, and Analysis 
The output spectrum of the interrogator up to 3 GHz, captured with the existing software, is 
shown in Figure I ). Note the small gaps in the spectrum of each hamlOnic , which indicates Ihe 
sweep of the spectrum analyzer never captured a pulse in thai frequency band. The small peak to 
the left of tile third hannonic is thought to be IEEE 802.11 bIg "Wi- Fi" (or another interference 
source in the ISM band). The output spectrum up to 5 GHz is shown in Figure 12; some peaks 
are visible in the fourth hamlOnie frequency band, but there are significant gaps in the spectra. 
~ Note that the assumption that the left two peaks are GSM eell phone interference is supported by the narrowband 
spectrum correspondi ng 10 specific GSM uplink channels. The peaks observable in the raw data arc the following: 
833.4 MH z. GSM channel 174: and 1872.9 MI-Iz. close 10 GSM channels 625 and 626. 
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Run time: 2 hr 
Figure 11. Spectrum of interrogator 10 3 G Hz using ex isting software (raw data) 
SCRENOO3.GIF Run time: 2 hr 
Figure 12. Spectrum of interrogator to 5 G Hz us ing ex isting software (raw data) 
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Test Method 
Rapid Query Software 
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Because the intcnnittent nature of the query signallcads to incomplete spectrum profi les, a 
MA TLAB script was written to query the sensors more often, typicall y close to 8 ti mes per 
second, without analyzing the received data ; in the supplied software, the data analysis takes the 
vasl majority of each query period. Using thi s scri pt, morc detai led spectra can be captured, since 
a given sweep of the spectrum analyzer has a greater chance of receiv ing an RF pulse. 
Data, Observations, and Analysis 
The following plots show the spectra captured using the rapid query script ; each shows the full 
extent of the captured spectrum data. These plots have been corrected for the losses and gains in 
the RF path, as well as the antenna factor, to give a calculated value of the electric fie ld at the 
recciving antenna. Figure 13 shows the interrogator spectrum out 10 5 GHz; note that some peaks 
arc visible as far oul as Ihe fifth hannonic. The noise fl oor curves upward with increasing 
frequency, primaril y due to the characteristics of the cables and the antenna. Figure 14 shows a 
much narrower capture of the fundamental frequency band; data is not shown all the way to the 
left side (7 15 MHz) because those frequencies lie outside the antenna's design range. The upper 
blue trace is the spectrum when the interrogator is transmitting; the lower red trace is the 
spectrum when the interrogator is powered but idle (not transmitting). Note that the shape of the 
spectra l profile compares well to that captured on the oscilloscope with the rectangular-window 
FFT (Figure 8). The peak value of the electri c field in the fundamental band is 134 dBJ-IV/m. 
Figure 15 shows the second harmonic spectrum, with a peak value of 114 dBJ.! VIm, or about 
20 dB below the fundamenta l. Figure 16 shows the third harmonic spectrum, with a peak va lue 
of 109 dB)! VIm, or about 25 dB below the fundamental. The founh harmonic spectrum is shown 
in Figure 17, with a peak value of 92 dB)l VIm, or about 42 dB below the fundamental . 
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2.3.3 Near-field Probe 
Test MerJwd 
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Rapid query spectrum, fourth harmonic frequency 
To dClcmlinc the radiated emissions characteri stics of the interrogator box, a seri es of ncar-fie ld 
probe tests were conducted. The cover of the box was removed, and data was collected ncar the 
various circuit components and cables. Detail s of the lest equipment arc li sted in Table 6 and 
Table 7. 
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Table 6. ear-field probe ca librated test equipment 
Testing pcrfomlcd 10 Nov 20 11 
Agil enl E740SA EMC Anal),zer 
Metrology number M8490 1 
Calibrated 08 Apr 20 I I 
Calibration due 08 Apr 2012 
Span setting 30 MHz to I GI-Iz 
RBW setting 120 kHz 
VBW setti ng 300 kHz 
Coupling setting AC 
Capture time Max hold for 2.5 min 
Hewlett-Packa rd 8447F preamplifier 
Metrology number M70 13 1 
Calibrated 14 Apr 20 11 
Calibrat ion due 14 Jan 20 12 
Table 7. ear-field probe addilionaltest equ ipmen t 
Agilenl 11940A car-field Probe 
09-09-407 60" cablc 
08-08·80 1 39.7" cab lc 
Data. Observations. and Analysis 
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The collected data is an c){tcnsive series o f spectrum traces, and is available in Appendix A. 
2.4 Temperature Sensor Performance 
Following RF characteri zation, a seri es or tests was conducted 10 evaluate thc pcrfomlancc of the 
system when measuring the suppli ed wireless temperature sensors. 
2.4.1 Stabilit)', Range, and Orientation 
Test Method 
Detemli ning the accuracy of the system requires an understanding of the expected noise level. 
To characterize the stability and noise of the temperature measurement, a single sensor was 
placed on the test table inside the chamber along with the interrogator's antenna (Figure 18). A 
paper template marked increments of 0.25 m away from the antenna, with out lines for the 
sensor's wooden base to indicate a series of test orientations (sec Figure 19; Figure 18 shows the 
sensor in orientation I). The firs t fou r orientations were used fo r the in it ial testing. Orientations 5 
and 6 were added to account for the third axis of rotation. Orientatio n 7 was added 10 test fo r 
ground plane effects (see Secti on 2.4.2). 
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Figure 18. Stability, range, and orientation test setup 
5 6 7 
Figure 19. Sensor lest orientations 
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As the distance and orientation were varied, different levels of noise were observed in the 
measured temperature data. The operating software was modified to record the temperature data, 
the correlation peak (the software's internal measure of tile s ignal strength), and the 
corresponding date and time to a lext file for subsequent analysis. The di splay portion of the 
software was also modified to allow other software to be operated on the same computer, which 
was required for temperature testing. These changes resulted in improved speed, with data for a 
single sensor processed typically within four seconds, as a significant portion of the data 
processing time in the supplied software is spent updati ng the display. A sample data capture is 
shown in Figure 20. 
Temperature ("C), a = 0.28 
• 
H' 
'" 
" aoo,oo aOlU ••• 011), D 1 • . 1< 011 " DI,UO 
Correlat ion Peak (dB) 
JU) 
o DODO Min o lUI 0. ' < 10 01111 0.10 ,0 
Figurc 20. Sam pic data 
The standard devia tion of the data was taken to be a reasonab le measure of the noise level, given 
that the chamber temperature is reasonably stable over the time periods tested here. To confirm 
the stability of the room temperature, a thin foil thermocouple (Table 8) was attached to the back 
orone of the sensors using vinyl tape (Figure 2 1), and the temperature stabi lity was observed 
during the data capture. Typical variation of the room temperature was no more than 0.2 °C, and 
the measured temperature was observed to vary slowlys. Thus the large excursions ("spikes") 
shown in the captured temperature data were taken to be errors rather than actual variation of the 
room temperature. 
5 These observillions, for sensor NS402. were not recorded in the dala sheets. Later. ambiem temperature readings 
(wilh the themlOCouple nOt attaehed to the sensor) were recorded at the beginning and end of the data capturcs. 
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Table 8. Temperature stability instrumentation 
O mega O mni-Cal 
Metrology number M082 16 
Ca li brated 01 Sep 20 11 
Calibration duc 01 Feb 2012 
Testing pcrfonncd 5- 12 Oct 20 ) 1 
O mega Cement-On Foil Thermocouple 
Model number CO I-T 
Wi re size 
Foi l thickness 
Front view 
30 gauge 
0.0005 
Back view 
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Figu re 21. T hermocouple altachment for stability test (sensor NS402) 
DOla, Observations, and Analysis 
Noise pcrfonnancc was observed 10 vary significantly with sensor orientation (Figure 22). This 
was expected, since the interrogator antenna is a dipole and thus strongly polarization-dependent. 
The SA \V sensor antenna is a fo lded dipole. Orientation 2, where the sensor was perpend icular to 
the antenna. was the worst overall. Orientations 5 and 6, where the sensor was parallcl to the 
table, also pcrfonncd poorl y, but showed some improved perfonnance at close range (Figure 23). 
ote that the testing matrix (see Appendix B) was not exhaustive in combinations of ori entation 
and distancc. It was also observed that the orientation dependence was different fo r the diffe rent 
sensors tested (Figure 24). For thc four supplied sensors tested with one meter between the 
antenna and sensor, NS401 R and NS404 showed the strongest ori entation dependence, while 
NS402 was comparably insensiti ve to orientation. Ori entation 7 was not tested in th is dataset. 
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Figure 22. 
Figure 23. 
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~kp4MNo 
~kp4M2 
-A- NS403R 
~kp4M4 
Figure 24. Sensor noise vs. orientation; includes range/stability tests al I m distance on 
table (24 runs) 
2.4.2 Ground Plane Effects 
Test Method 
It was noted that the four supplied sensors were mounted in their wooden bases sli ghtl y 
difTerent ly: the vertieal "arm" of the folded dipole structure was towards the left on the even~ 
numbered sensors NS402 (sec Figure 2 1) and NS404, but towards the ri ght on the odd~numbercd 
sensors NS40 1 R (sec Figure 19) and NS403R. This was not intentional, and not expected to 
signi ficantly afTeet the perfomlanec for some orientations ( I , 3, and 5), but could afTect the 
perfo rmance of the orientations where this discrepancy changed the di stance between the vert ica l 
arm oflhe dipole and the surface o f the table, which is a large ground plane. To determine the 
sign ificance of thi s efTecI, results from ori entati on 2 were compared to orientati on 7, which 
simul ates the difTerence between the l en~ and right~handed mounti ng. 
Data. Observations, and Analysis 
A sample data comparison is shown in Figure 25, showing a vast di fference in performance 
between the two orientati ons. For sensor NS404 with one meter between the antenna and sensor, 
ori entation 2 produced no useable data (standard deviation of 69.3 0c), but orientation 7 
produced reasonably good data with a standard deviation of 1.2 °C. Thus ground plane effects 
must be considered with this system design, and futu re testi ng shoul d ensure consistent mounting 
orientation of the sensors. 
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Figure 25. Ground plane sensitivity res ults (range/stability, table, NS404, 1 01) 
2.4.3 Free-Space Range 
Test Method 
In addition to the testing on the coppcr·surfaccd table in the EM I chamber, a series of free·space 
tests were conducted to characterize the maximum usable range of the sensors. To reduce ground 
plane effects, the interrogator an tenna and sensor were mounted on separate plastic tripods 
(Figure 26), and moved the maximum avai lable distance apart along the d iagonal of the chamber. 
Temperature data was collected, and the sensor tripod was moved closer to the interrogator 
antenna; this was repeated several times. At each test di stance, the sensor was visually aligned 
facing the interrogator antenna. 
Interrogator antenna Sensor 
Figure 26. Free-space range setup 
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Daro. Obsen1ariolls, Gild Analysis 
A summary chan of the frcc-space testing is shown in Figure 27. Note the clear threshold 
between 4 m and 5 m, which may also be secn in the sample data charts in Figure 28. Beyond 
4 m, it would be difficult to recover useable data; al 4 m and less separation, a clear trend is 
visible, with a decreasing noise band as the separat ion distance is decreased. 
Figure 27. 
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Temperature (*C), 0 = 61.94 
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Separated by 0.5 m 
Figure 28. Free-space testing sample resultsj NS401 R and provided a ntenna mounted 
on plastic tripods 
2.4.4 Aggrega te Results 
Test Method 
One challenge noted during testing is that the operating software may produce rapidly varying 
results if the signal leve l is low. Thi s is because the software makes no attempt to determine 
whether a given sensor is present or producing useful data; rather, it determines the best 
correlation of the received signal with the ex pected sensor response. and reports this correlation 
as the result. The strength of the correlation is measured in the software as the "correlation pcak" 
(in dB). To determinc whether thi s wou ld be a useful measure of data quality, the results of the 
testing in Sections 2.4. 1 through 2.4.3 were ploued as the standard deviation o f the temperature 
measurement versus the correlation peak. 
Data, Observatiolls, alld Allalysis 
Results of this analysis arc shown in Figure 29; a detailed view of the lower-right portion of the 
chart is shown in Figure 30. The standard deviation of the data increases smoothly below 55 dB 
correlation peak, then increases rapid ly below 40 dB. This should make it poss ible to give a 
reasonable confidence interval on a given measurement based on the value of the correlation 
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peak. Because this measurement process is considered to be coherent, it may al so be poss ible to 
dynamically adjust the integration time to improve results when the correlation peak is low. 
Figure 29. 
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Figure 30. Sensor noise vs. signal (detailed view); all range/stability data with 
correlation peak included (77 runs, 60 shown here) 
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2.4.5 Temperature Performance 
Test Method 
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To characterize the temperature pcrfonnancc o f the SA W sensors, a lest setup was developed to 
expose the sensors to a controlled tcmperatmc environment while maintaining an RF path to the 
interrogator antenna. Placing the antenna inside an ex isting temperature chamber proved to be 
impractical, since the antenna height was greater than the available inside height or lhe chamber, 
and since the achievable distance from the antenna to the sensor was vcry limited. Instead, the 
sensor was placed directl y behind the chamber window, and the interrogator antenna was 
mounted on a plastic tr ipod onc meter away (Figure 3 1). This proved to give good signal levels 
while allowing nex ibility in the antenna placement. To measure the temperature of the sensor, a 
Type T thennocouple was clamped to the substrate of the sensor, and wired to a Keithley 2002 
multimeter equipped with a thennocouple sean eard (Table 9). The environmental chamber, a 
Sun Electronic Systems EC 12 (Table 10), uses liquid nitrogen for cooling and a resisti ve clement 
for electric heat ing. Steps were taken to max imize safe operations, including setting up the liquid 
n itrogen suppl y cylinder and nitrogen exhaust vent outside the EMI chamber. Because liquid 
nitrogen had not been previously used inside the EMI chamber, this configuration required 
additional Safety rev iew. To demonstrate the fcasibility of the gcncral approach, the chamber 
was tested in heat-onl y mode, which does nol require liquid nitrogen. To cool the chamber, an 
cbm-papst 82 18J12H4 fan was attached to the s ide of the chamber, facing into the side 
feedthrough port. This fan was powered by an Agilent E3645A DC power suppl y. 
Figure 31. Temperature test setup, in itial version 
The RF power levels broadcast by the interrogator are above that generall y recognized as safe for 
personnel to be insidc the EMf chamber, thus the whole test setup had to be remotely opcrated. 
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The Sun chamber, Agilenl power supply, and Keithl ey multi meter all have GPIB interfaces, and 
thi s presented the best option for control and monitoring. A Hcwlctt· Packard 37203A HP-IB 
ex tender (HP-IB is compatible with GPIB) was placed in the chamber and cabled to the test 
equipment ; the coaxial connection was connected to a bulkhead fecdthrough on the chamber 
wall . This was then connected 10 a second ex tender outside the chamber. This allowed the laptop 
and its GPIB interface to interface with the lest equipment. An ex isting LabVlEW virtual 
instrument was available to monitor the Kei thley Illultimctcr, but new virtual instruments had to 
be developed 10 conlro llhc Sun chamber and Agilent power supp ly. Allthrce were capab lc of 
running simu ltaneous ly with the MATLAB-based SAW sensor opcra ting softwarc. 
Table 9. Calibrated inst rumentation fo r temperature test 
Testing performed 190ct2011 
Keithley 2002 
Metrology number M66382 
Cal ibrated 10 Jun 20 11 
Calibration due 10 Nov 201 1 
Keit hl ey 200 1-TCSCAN 
Metrology number M71628 
Calibrated 10 Jun 20 I I 
Calibrati on due 10 Feb 20 12 
Table 10_ Additiona l equipmen t for temperature test 
Sun Electronic Systcms EC12 test chamber 
Two. Hewlett-Packard 37203A HP- IB extcnders 
Nationa l Instruments PCMCIA-GPIB interface card 
Type T themlocouple (soldered from wire) 
cbm-papSl 82 18J/2H4 fan 
Agilent E3645A DC power supply 
Irwin Quick-Grip I W' - 38 mm clamp 
Data, Observations, and Analysis 
Initial temperature test results are shown in Figure 32. Note that the SAW sensor measurement 
tracks well with the thermocouple measurement, but with an error which appears to increase as 
temperature increases. Thi s may reflect an error in the assumed temperature coeffic ient of the 
SA W sensor, - 94 ppm/0c. Further testing, with extended temperature ranges, may be conducted 
with future task order funding, pending Safety approval, and once an improved sensor mount is 
constructed. 
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Figure 32. Temperature test results; blue trace: SA W sensor; red trace: thermocouple 
2.4.6 Additional Sensors 
A set of eight add itionalternperature sensors (two each of four codes) were ordered as part of 
thi s testing; these sensors were received from UCF on 16 November 20 11 , and wi ll be tested if 
future task order funding pennits. 
2.S Hydrogen Sensor Performance 
A sct of four hydrogen sensors was ordered from UCf; these sensors were received on 
23 November 20 12. Sensor serial numbers are listed in Table II . Sensor BHF40 1·0627 12 was 
damaged in handling in the lab before testing cou ld be conducted; it has since been returned to 
UCF for possible repair. Sensors arc referred to in the test ing herei n by thei r code number (e.g., 
BHF40 1) without the date of manufacture. 
Table II. 
2.S.1 Hydrogen Test Setup 
Hydrogen sensor serial numbers 
BHF401-0627 12 
BHF402-0523 12 
BHF403-052312 
BHF404-0523 12 
Testing of hydrogen sensors, as well as testing fo r effects of local ambient pressure, requires a 
pressure enclosure for the sensors. This enclosu re must be capable of safely withstanding test 
pressures, yet must pass the RF signals of the interrogator and sensor. Vari ous material s were 
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researched for thi s purpose; options included a sight glass or chemical reaction vessel, but these 
proved to be 100 ex pensive for the avai lable funding. An enclosure primarily constructed of 
plastic pipe was considered a good, less expensive opt ion. Though it is reasonably avai lable and 
inexpensive, clear PVC tubing was rejected because PVC is not considered safe for compressed 
gas serv ice. This is due to the fa ilure mode of PVC, brittle fracture. which may produce shrapnel. 
Market research found two plastic piping systems wh ich arc specifically ,designed for 
compressed gas service: Asahi America Air-Pro (HOPE) and IP EX Duraplus Ai r-Line (ABS). 
Duraplus Air-Line was preferable for this testing since it may be assembled via solvent welding, 
wilhout lhe purchase or rental of additional equipment. The solvent and cleaner both use melh yl 
ethyl ketone (MEK), whieh required Safely approva l; its use was approved outdoors, away from 
facility entrances, wit h nitrile gloves preferab le for handling. The upper part of the pressure 
enclosure consists ofa cap, a section of tubing, and a stub socket fl ange. This section is secured 
using a steel backing plate around the stub flange, bolted through to an aluminum base, trapping 
a gasket for scaling the enclosure. This assembly allows the RF signals to pass through wh ile 
al lowing service up to 150 psi with good safety margin ; the piping system is rated up to 185 psi 
conti nuous service at room temperature. All testing perfornled thus far has been with the 
downstream port of the last test fixture open to the room, thus the actual internal pressure is quite 
low. One of the completed fixtures is shown in Figure 33. 
Overview Sensor mounted in fixture 
f igure 33. Hydrogen test fixture 
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Five compressed gas cylinders from local stock were used for the testing herein; the commodities 
arc listed in Table 12. Detai ls of the ca librated and unca librated test equipment arc shown in 
Table 13 and Table 14, respectively. 
Table 12. Commodities used for hydrogen testing 
Commodity Act ual Contents 
Breathing air Breathing air 
2% hydrogen in air 2.0 I % hydrogen, balance air 
3% hydrogen in air 3.02% hydrogen, balance air 
50% helium, 50% air 62.6% helium, 37.4% air 
2% hydrogen in nitrogen 2.00% hydrogen, balance nitrogen 
Table 13. Calibrated test equ ipment for hydrogen testing 
Testing perfOnllCd 24 Jao-20 Feb 20 13 
CaiTechnix6 rnolbox l 
Metrology number M70271 
Calibrated II Oct 20 12 
Calibration due II Oct 2013 
DH Instruments7 molbloc 30 slm-SWG-V-Q 
Metrology number M70269 
Calibratcd II Oct 20 12 
Calibration due J I Oct 2013 
OH Instruments molbloc I slm-SWG-V-Q 
Metrology number M70268 
Calibrated II Oct 20 12 
Calibration due II Oct 20 13 
Fluke 8840A Multimeter 
Metrology number M07563 
Calibrated 17 lu i 20 12 
Ca libration due 17 Mar 20 13 
Yokogawa 765 1 Programmable DC Source 
Metrology number M89084 
Calibrated 31 Oct 20 12 
Calibration due 30 Sep 20 13 
I> The molbox series is now produced and supponed by Fluke Ca libration. 
1 DH Inslrumcnls is now pan of Fluke Calibration. 
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Table 14. Additional test equipment for hyd rogen testing 
Mnemonics, Inc. model 990-1 139-001 SAW Transceiver System 
Serial number 001 
Sie" a Inst,uments C100L-DD-4-0V I-SVI -PV2-VI-SO-CO-GS-CC 
Serial number 106456 
Range 10 SLPM 
Sierra Inst,uments C IOOL-DD-4-0V I-SV I-PV2-VI -SO-CO-GS-CC 
Serial number J 06457 
Range 10SLPM 
MKS Inst ,uments MIOOB01313CRIBV 
Serial number 02 1578273 
Range 1000 SCCM N2 
Agilen. E3631 A DC Power Supply 
Serial number MY40040 11 5 
Whiley (now Swagclok) SS-44XF4 3-Way Va lve 
2.5.2 Baseline and Range 
In itia l testing was pcrfonned to detcmline the noise level of the sensors when exposed to 
ambient air, both with the sensors spaced 90° apart and with them close together. The test 
enclosures were installed on the test fixtures, but no compressed gas supply was used. For each 
tcst, the test fixture was oriented with the sensor clement above the inlet pon, fac ing the 
Lnterrogator antenna (sec Figure 34). The test table in the largc EM I chamber is approximately 
1.2 m by 4 m, which suppons tests with the sensors spaced 90 degrees apan at a distance of 
0.5 m, as well as tests with the sensors closc·together at distances up to approximate ly 3.5 m, as 
shown in Figure 35; tests were conducted up to 3 m, as shown in Figure 36. 
Outlet 
Antenna 
?P'} ~l 
0 
SensOf" ___ 1; I 
Inlet r \ ~a 0 
Figure 34. Test fixture orientation (details omitted for cla rity) 
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Figure 35. Baseline and range test arrangements, large chamber 
Figure 36. Range test overview; 3 m lest shown 
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Initi al baseline testing showed thai, at a distance orO.5 tn, both the 900 arrangement and the 
closely spaced arrangement had low levels of noise; sec Figure 37 and Table 15. Sensors 
BHF402 and BHF404 had higher levels of noise in the close arrangement, whil e BHF403 had a 
higher level of noise in the 90° arrangement. 
Baseline Test, 0.5 m 90· Arrangement 
, 
1.5 
- BHF402 
- BHF403 
0.5 tl!rll- - eHF404 
o 
Baseline Test, 0.5 m Close Arrangement 
- BHF402 
- BHF4OJ 
- BHf404 
Figure 37. Baseline test results 
Range testing was conducted with the sensors in the closely spaced arrangement, given the 
avai lable space on the test table. Sensor noise increased with increas ing distance, with one 
exception: sensor BHF402 had lower noise at 2 m than at 1 m; see Figure 38 and Table 15. 
Table 15. Baseline and range test summary 
Distance Arrangement 
Averaee (dB) Standard Deviation (dB) 
(m) BH F402 BHF403 BH F404 BHF402 BHF403 BHF404 
0.5 90" 0.254 0.132 0.125 0.282 0.086 0.095 
0.5 Close 0.550 0.082 0.287 0.515 0.059 0.144 
I Close 1.1 29 0.156 0.3 16 0.794 0.112 0. 19 1 
2 Close 1.047 0.618 0.368 0.541 0.435 0.276 
3 Close 1.408 2.573 2.428 0.943 1.561 0.957 
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- BHF402 
- BHf403 
BHF404 
- BHF-t02 
- BHf403 
8HF404 
- BHF401 
- 8HF401 
- 8HF404 
The hydrogen exposure test exposes the sensor alternately to breathing air and a low 
concentration ofhydragen in ai r. Concentrations of2% and 3% hydrogen in air were tested; pre-
mixed 1% hydrogen was not ava ilable at the time of testing. The actual commoditi es used are 
listed in Table 12 above. The lest chamber is constructed from a piece of tubing approximate ly 
6 inches ( 152.4 mm) long, with a nominal in terna l diameter of 5 1.6 mm. Thus the internal 
volume oflhe leSI chamber is approx imately 
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plus the volume of associated tubing and fi tt ings, and the flow path in the base o f the lest fixture. 
With a volume flow rate of 5 U min , the test chamber volume will be changed out approx imately 
15 limes per minute, or about once every 4 seconds, assuming uniform mix ing. When testing 
multiple sensors simultaneously, to ensure each test fixture received the same flow rate, the 
fixtures were connected in a "daisy chain" configuration (see Figure 39), with the outlet of the 
fi rst fi xture connected to the inlet of the second fixture, and so fo rth. This was expected to 
introduce a small incremental delay in the sensors' response due to the addit iona l volume wh ich 
must be exchanged with each subsequent fi xture, and th is effect was observed in the results. 
From Gas Supply 
I ~ctfD o 'YO 
Figure 39. " Daisy chain" configuration 
Ca librated mass flow controllcrs were not ava ilable at the time the testi ng was conducted, thus 
uncalibrated mass flow controllers were compared on the bench to a laboratory standard flow 
measurement device, the CalTechni x Illolbox, wi th DH Instruments molbloc clements. This 
system uses a laminar flow clement to generate a flow·dcpendent differential pressure; the 
pressure at the inlet and outl et of the element is measured by prec isio n pressure transducers, and 
the temperature is also measured to compensate for temperature effects. The bench comparison 
was perfomled with compressed nitrogen gas, and the set points cOlTespond ing to the desired 
mass flow were recorded. The difference in fl ow controller perfonnanee (known as the gas 
cOlTection factor or GCF) between nitrogen and air or hydrogen was not considered signifi cant 
for the testing herein; however, the di gital Sierra mass flow controllers were reconfigured for air 
after the bench comparison, since thi s fea ture is integral to the contro ller. 
The test schematic is shown in Figure 40, and images of the actual setup are shown in Figure 4 1. 
Cylinders o f breathing air and mixed hydrogen gas are fed to a three·way valve using standard 
cyli nder regulators. The output o f the three-way va lve supplies a mass flow controll er set for a 
target flow rate of 5 S LP M. By switching the three-way valve, the gas flow can be alternated 
between breathing air and mi xed hydrogen gas fairl y qu ic kly. The test pro fil e (for 2% gas) and 
results arc shown in Figure 42. The time scales are shown approx imately aligned; the hydrogen 
sensor software docs not record a timestamp. 
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Figure 40. Hydrogen exposure lesl selup schematic 
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A 
Hydrogen exposure lest selUp overview; 900 arrangement shown 
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- BHF402 
- BHF403 
BHf404 
'" 
- BHF402 
- BHF401 
BHF404 
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Figure 42. I-I ydrogen exposure test, inpu t profile and result s 
The hydrogen sensors track the input pro fil e well. The expected lag duc to the daisy·chain 
configuration is most visible when the gas is switched off; sensor BHF402 was fi rst in the now 
path, and sensor BHF404 was last. Al so visible in the 2% hydrogen results is some slope in 
sensor BHF402; the rcason for this is not known, and it was observed in some oflhe other test 
results. The simi lar amplitude between exposure to 2% and 3% hydrogen indicates that sensors 
BHF403 and BHF404 were saturated with exposure 10 2%; sensor BHF402 may have been 
saturated or nearl y so. 
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The hydrogen concentration test exposes the sensor to varying concentrations of hydrogen by 
mixing breath ing air with pre-mixed 2% hydrogen in air. The mix ratio is adjusted by using two 
mass flow controllers with their outputs connected in a tce fi tting, as shown in Figure 43. The 
total flow rate is maintained approximately constant, and the flow controll er sci points arc 
adjusted at the same lime. 
~ 
[ JiJ1.s,," 
@2~~ 
~ 
" 
1-
Figure 43. Hydrogen concentration test setup 
The in itial test was performed using a total mass fl ow rate of 8 SLPM, with the indi vidual flow 
rates adjusted in sleps of 0.8 SLPM to produce concentrati ons from 0.0% to 2.0% hydrogen in 
0.2% steps. The higher flow rate (versus the exposure test) was due to the lower flow limit of the 
uncalibrated flow controllers. Sierra SIN 106457 was used fo r the 2% hydrogen, and Sierra SIN 
106456 was used fo r the breathi ng air. The input concentration profil e and the results of thi s 
initial test are shown in Figure 44; the time scales are approx imately aligned. Saturation is 
observed for sensor BH F404 at 0.4% hydrogen and BH F403 at 0.6%; it is not clear whether 
sensor BH F402 satura tes. Note also that hysteresis is observed in the data; the sensor 
perfonnance with decreasing hydrogen concentration is difTerent than the perfomlance with 
increasing concentration. 
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Because sensors BHF403 and BHF404 saturated so quickly. a second test was pcrfonncd to 
assess the pcrfomlancc orlhe sensors at much lower hydrogen concentrations. Because oflhe 
limitations of using the 10 SLPM mass flow controllers at very low flow rales, an MKS M J 008 
Illass flow controller with a full scale of I SLPM was used to supply the 2% hydrogen and the 
total mass flow rate was increased to 9 SLPM 10 optimize the usc oflhe MKS flow controller'S 
range. Sierra SIN 106456 was again used for the breathing air supply. Since the M100B is an 
analog controller, a Yokogawa 765 J was used to suppl y the set point input, and a Fluke 8840A 
displayed the now controller' s measured output. The now rate for cach controller was adjusted 
in 0.09 SLPM increments to produce concentrations from 0.10% to 0.20010 hydrogen in 0.02% 
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steps. The choice orO.1 0% minimum was based on a previous test run, not shown here. The final 
step of the input profi le was 0.12% rat her than 0. 10% due 10 a crash of the Sierra flow 
controller's display module. The input concentrati on profil e and the resu lts of this second test arc 
s hown in Figure 45; the time scales arc approx imate ly aligned. 
Hydrogen Concentration Test, 0.2% Maximum 
T1me(mln ... tn) 
Low Hydrogen Concentration Test, 0.5 m Close Arrangement, 2% in Air 
14 
12 
10 
'" " 
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« 
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- 6HF4Q4 
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Figure 45. Low hydrogen concentration test, input profile and results 
2.5.5 Additional Testing 
The testing in this section was not documented with the same level of deta il as the testing above, 
as it was intended as an initial cvalua tion ofsol11c of the other factors which may innuencc 
sensor perfonnance. The fi rst factor considered was helium. Existing hydrogen sensor 
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technologies used at KSC have, at times, exhibited poor pcrfonnancc when exposed to helium. 
Two tests were pcrfomlcd using a mixture of nominally 50% helium and 50% breath ing air; the 
actual concentration (sec Table 12) was 62.6% helium and 37.4% breathing air. A gas correction 
factor of 1.191 for 50% helium and 50% breathing ai r was calcu lated from Sierra's user manual 
and published data for breathing air composition. The first lest used the MKS flow controller to 
suppl y the helium mixture, and Sierra SIN 106456 to supply breathing ai r, with a tota l flow rate 
of9 S LPM . With a concentration mixed to 6.26% helium (based on the actual concentration), no 
response from the sensor was observed, as shown in Figure 46; the input concentration profi le 
was not recorded. The slope observed in the data is similar to that observed in the baseline test. 
I.' 
I.' 
G 12 t---
" I • 1 0.' t----,-
i O•6 ~ 0.4 
51 
Low Concentration Helium Test, 0.5 m Close Arranaement 
- BHF402 
- BHf403 
- ,""'" 
101 201 301 <01 "I 5<11 601 
------------------
Figure 46. Low helium concentration test results 
In the second test, the helium mixture was switched to the Sierra now controller, and 2% 
hydrogen in air was supplied using the MKS controller, wi th a total flow rate of9 SLPM. A few 
test concentrations were applied; these arc annotated in Figure 47. The maximum hydrogen 
concentration of 0.20% corresponds to a helium concentration of approximately 56.3%; at 0.00% 
hydrogen, the helium concentrati on is that of the mixed helium cylinder, 62.6%. It was observed 
that with these high concentrations of helium, the hydrogen sensitivity seemed to be significantly 
highcr; note that both sensors BHF403 and BI-IF404 come close to their saturation va lues with 
0.2% hydrogen; compare this to the amplitude values in Figure 45. 
Hi,h Concentration Helium Test, 0.5 m Close Arran,emfnt 
25 
O.CXI"' H2 A M. N~e2 M.M~ e2 o. l~e2 M.~e2 - BHF402 
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Figure 47. High helium concentration test results 
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Since it was nol expected that the thi n fi lm wou ld respond to helium, a hypothesis was developed 
that the increased sensitivity might be due to tbe lower oxygen concentration. To test th is 
hypothes is, Ihe sensors were exposed to 2% hydrogen in nitrogen, which was supplied using the 
Sierra SIN 106456 controller. After the sensors saturated. the flow was continued to ensure the 
oxygen in the test enclosures was displaced. The flow was then Lcrnlinatcd, and the ampl itude 
data was monitored. It was noted that the sensors remained saturated even after the tcnninal ion 
of flow and the disconnection of the supply line, despite the fact that the small amount of 
hydrogen in each test enc losure was expected to stratify fairl y quickly allhe lOp of thc enclosure. 
Thc supply line was then reconnected, and thc controllcr was switched to breathing air at a low 
now rate. The exposure to breathing air slowly returned the sensors to their background noise 
levels. To confiml that the effect was due to the lack of oxygen rather than the lack of gas now, 
the exposure test could be pcrfonned with test gases of nitrogen and 2% hydrogen in nitrogen 
instead of breathing ai r and 2% hydrogen in air; if the lack of oxygen docs not allow the scnsors 
to rccover, thcn the sensors should remain saturated after the first exposure 10 hydrogen. 
HvdrOlen in Nitrogen Test, 0.5 m Close Arranlement 
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Also supported on thi s task order was the receiving and demonstration of the ASR&D 
Corporation wireless humidity sensor system, deli vered to KSC under STIR Phase II contract 
NNX09CB77C, and associated NASA property management actions. Characterization testi ng of 
this systcm is not current ly with in the scope of this lask order. 
3, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
3.t Summary of Result s 
RF characterization of the Mnemonics-UCF SA W scnsor systcm shows significant broadcast 
power outside the ISM band, both at the fundamenta l frequency (which was expected) and in the 
hannonics, wh ich arc observable above the background noisc out 10 thc fifth hamlOnic. The 
second hannoni c is only 20 dB down from the fundamental. The low repetition rate oflhe 
systcm makes RF analysis challenging; data capture was improved Ih rough the creation of a 
MA TLAB script to increase the query repetition rate. The usc of a high-speed oscilloscope 
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makes single-shot characterization possible for the fundamental frequency band and the time-
domain characteristics o f the interrogator pulse. Ncar-field probe lesl data has been captured, hUI 
has nol yet been analyzed. 
When capturing data as a temperature measurement system, the relative orientations and spacing 
of the antenna and sensor strongly affect the stability of the measurement and the ability to 
capture useable data. The operating software currently has no means to dctcffilinc when val id 
sensor data is present. Relative differences were observed in the performance of the four 
supplied temperature sensors. Ground plane effects may also strongl y affect the performance of 
the sensors in some orientations. Free-space range was tested fo r a single sensor and found to be 
less than 5 m for the defau lt integration time of the system. Stable, low-noise operation was 
observed with a short distance (0.5 m) between the sensor and antenna. When considered on an 
aggregate basis, the collected data shows a strong, fai rl y consistent trend in the relationship 
between the standard deviation of the data, taken to be the noi se level, and the software's 
calculated correlation peak, taken to be the signal level. Init ial temperature testing shows good 
correlation between the sensor data and measurements taken with a calibrated thcnnocouple 
readout. 
When capturing data as a hydrogen measurement system, the sensors respond quick ly to changes 
in ambient hydrogen concentration, down to levels as low as 0.1 % in air. The three sensors tested 
had significant differences in their sensiti vity to hydrogen. Sensor noise levels increase with 
increas ing distance, though response to hydrogen was not tested at distances other than 0.5 m. 
Also, some hysteresis and slope was observed in the data ; it is not known whether these effccts 
are due to the sensor response or duc to factors in the lest setup, such as stratification of the 
mixcd gas in the cylinders. 
3.2 Conclusions 
Given the RF output levels at fTequencies allocatcd to other dev ices, it is not anticipated that the 
sensor system will be approved for use at KSC outs ide the EM I test chamber. Possible 
mitigations could incl ude an ISM filter on the output of the interrogator, though this may 
significantl y reduce the perfonnanee of the system by truncating the RF spectrum used by the 
sensors. 
As a system, temperature can be measured with relatively small amounts of noise when the 
interrogator antenna and sensor are sufficientl y close together, and in favorable relative 
ori entations. Thc correlation peak value calcu lated by the software cou ld be used to estimate thc 
confidence interval of a given measurement. System accuracy is yet to be detennined, and will 
require testing with more sensors over wider ranges of temperature, but initial results show good 
tracking of thc actual temperature profile. Hydrogen can be sensed at fairly low concentrations, 
well below the 4% lower nammability limit fo r hydrogen in air. Agai n, system accuracy is yet to 
be detennined, and each sensor shows diffe ren t sens itivi ty. 
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Future testing should include wider ranges of temperature to characterize accuracy pcrfonnancc 
fo r the temperature sensors. Temperature measurement pcrfonnancc should also be tested with 
mult ip le sensors. The trend between sensor noise and correlati on peak should be improved by the 
addition o f more data, to detemli ne whether this would be a reasonable predi ctor of the accuracy 
of sensor measurements. The effects of integration time on sensor noise and accuracy shoul d be 
examined. For the hydrogen sensors, concentration tesls should be repeated to delcnninc whether 
the sensors can be re liably ca librated, which woul d be necessary for delcmlining accuracy. 
Hydrogen sensitivity could be tested with more confidence at low levels by procuri ng a mi xed 
gas cylinder with a lower concentration of hydrogen in air, such as 0.4%; this could be used for 
both the exposure test and the concentration test, where it could be mixed to even lower 
concentrati ons. The hydrogen measurement software would also benefit from the addit ion of a 
timestamp to the recorded data files, which would allow the temporal correlation of the input 
profile and the measured data. The signals observed in the quiet EMf chamber should be 
identified, which may be possib le by tenn inating the input of the spectrum analyzer and 
observ ing whether a nearby GSM cell phone may be detected. 
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APPENDIX A. NEAR-FI ELD PROBE TEST RESULTS 
Following is the data collected during ncar-field probe testing. Spectrum captures arc given for 
each of the internal components indicated in the images. 
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Test setup; pre-amplifier is shown at the top; near-field probe and interrogator are at lower right 
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Chip designations (where available); for cables, sec image 
ChiD I 
ChiD 2 
Chip ) 
ChiD4 
Chip 5 
Chip 6 
Chip7.1 
ChiD 7.2 
ChiD S 
ChiD 9 
Chip 10 
Chip II 
Chip 12 
ChiD 13 
ChiD 14 
ChiD IS 
Equipment Used: 
Agilcnt E740SA Spectrum Analyzer 
Agilcnt 11 940A Ncar-field Probe 
H P S447F pre-amp 
09-09-407 60" cable 
OS-OS-SO I 39.7" cable 
Equipment Settings: 
30 MHz - I GHz Span 
RBW 120 kHz, YBW 300 kHz 
ACCoupled 
Max Hold for 2.5 min 
? 
UIS 
U14? 
? 
U13 
U27 
? 
DC/DC Converter? 
RF Combiner? 
UI2 
U13 
? 
? 
? 
? 
? 
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Chip 1 
Chip 2 
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Chip3 
Chip 4 
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Chip 5 
Chip 6 
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Chip 7.1 
Chip 7.2 
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Chip 8 
Chip 9 
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Chip 10 
Chip 11 
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Chip 12 
Chip 13 
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Chip 14 
Chip 15 
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Cable 1 
Cables 2 & 3 
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Cable4 
Cable 5 
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Cable 6 
Cable 7 
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Cable 8 
Cable 9 
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APPENDIX B. DATA SHEETS 
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Following is the data summary sheet from the temperature test ing herein. representing 81 
individual data fi les (over 42,000 points), which arc stored separately. 
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